
• Anthropromorphic Animals•

Podkin One-EarPodkin One-Ear
by Kieran Larwood
Anthropomorphic rabbits Podkin and
his siblings flee after the villainous
Gorm tribe enslaves their clan, but
they must find allies if they have any
hope of saving their warren's
treasures and defeating the Gorm

TToafoaff's wf's waayy
by Cynthia Voigt
A little squirrel with an inquisitive
nature wonders why he must avoid
humans and red squirrel rivals before
a winter storm separates him from

his family and challenges him to make his own way
in a dangerous world. By the Newbery Medal-
winning author of Dicey's Song. Simultaneous.

TThe Endangeredshe Endangereds
by Philippe Cousteau
A first entry in a middle grade
duology by the Emmy-nominated
Xploration Awesome Planet host and
the author of the TURBO Racers
series follows the experiences of four
animals who take matters into their
own paws to protect the planet’s

endangered species. 40,000 first printing.
Simultaneous eBook.

Obi, gerbil on the loose!Obi, gerbil on the loose!
by M. C. Delaney
Obi the gerbil must fend for herself in
a dangerous household, consisting of
a dog, three cats, a parrot, and a
mouse hidden in the attic, when the
Armstrongs go on vacation and
instructions for taking care of Obi get
lost

Book TitleBook Title

ClaricClarice the bre the braavvee
by Lisa McMann
When they are separated at sea,
mouse siblings Clarice and Charles
Sebastian, who were taught to be
careful, must now need to be bold if
they are to survive—and keep their
promise to find one another again.
Simultaneous eBook.

TThe che captain's dog : maptain's dog : myy
journejourney with the Ley with the Lewis andwis and
Clark tribeClark tribe
by Roland Smith
Captain Meriwether Lewis's dog
Seaman describes his experiences as
he accompanies his master on the
Lewis and Clark Expedition to explore
the uncharted western wilderness

HoHowlidawliday Inny Inn
by James Howe
While their human family is away,
Harold the dog and Chester the cat
are boarded at Chateau Bow-Wow
where Chester becomes increasingly
alarmed by the strange behavior of
his fellow guests and the sudden
disappearance of one of them

Mega Bat and fMega Bat and fancy cancy catat
by Anna Humphrey
When Daniel's last present at Christmas
is a new cat named Priscilla, Mega Bat
and Birdgirl work together to get rid of
this furry menace
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